ID#_________NAME:_______________ AGE:______ADOPTION FEE_____ ($75 Adult; Kitten
$125) BREED:_________________
DESCRIPTION:_______________________________________________
RABIES TAG #__________________ MICROCHIP
#_________________________________________

CLEAR CREEK CAT RESCUE
P.O. Box 879316, Wasilla, AK 99687

980-8898

ADOPTION AGREEMENT
EIN #27-2265973
ADOPTER NAME:______________________________________ AGE:_________
PHYSICAL ADDRESS:_________________________________________________________________
MAILING ADDRESS:__________________________________________________________________
CITY: __________________________ ZIP CODE:__________ HOME PHONE:________________
ALTERNATE PHONE:________________ EMAIL: _________________________________________

INITIAL AGREEMENT:
___ This cat will be allowed to live indoors, and it will be allowed to go out into a safe outside
area unless noted otherwise here._______________________
___ If I cannot keep the cat for any reason I will notify CCCR. I will return the cat to CCCR..
If the cat ends up at a shelter, ownership of the cat reverts to CCCR.
___ I will not declaw the cat as it will render the cat defenseless and force the cat to undergo a
very painful and mutilating surgery.
___ I will allow CCCR to do a home visit to check on the welfare of the adopted cat. CCCR
will call prior to conducting any home visit.
___I understand that CCCR retains ownership of the cat for a period of 10 days after the
physical transfer of the cat; and that during these 10 days, CCCR has the right to cancel this
adoption contract, for any reason, upon the return of the adoption fee to the adopter.
___ I agree, that if CCCR cancels the adoption, I will return the cat to CCCR.
___ I understand that if I cancel the adoption of the cat for any reason within 10 days after
adoption, my adoption fee will be returned upon return of the cat to CCCR.
___ I will not physically abuse or neglect the cat including its grooming and veterinary needs.
___ Feline Leukemia (FeLV) testing is NOT included in adoption fee. Testing can be done at
the adopter’s discretion and expense.
___ I will provide a safe home for the above listed cat including feeding wholesome food and
clean water daily.
___I release CCCR from any financial responsibility for the above listed animal and
understand that CCCR can not guarantee the health or temperament of any animal placed
through the rescue.
__________________________________________________________________________
I understand that I am adopting the above listed cat from CCCR and certify that all the listed
information is correct to the best of my knowledge. I also understand that this is a contract
between myself and CCCR and if any of the above listed terms are breached, ownership of the
cat reverts to CCCR and CCCR has the right to remove the cat from my home.
_______________________
Adopter’s Signature

____________
Date

__________________________
CCCR Representative Signature

Checks should be made out to: Clear Creek Cat Rescue;
mailed to Kelleigh Orthmann, P.O. Box 879316, Wasilla 99687

